Learning Quest Grid > Australian Colonisation
Curriculum Focus: History
Term 3 Week 10
Year 5/6
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Monday: Must Do

Tuesday: Must Do

Wednesday

Thursday: Must Do

Friday: Must Do

Reading:
Spend 20 Minutes reading a book
of your choice from Epic, Wushka
or a text from home.

Multiplication:
Using your dice or cards create 20
multiplication problems to solve.
(Two digit by two digit)

Specialist

Hour of Power:
Reflection on remote learning
Complete a ‘3 - 2 - 1’ reflection
● List 3 things you have learnt
this term.
● List 2 things you need to
continue working on.
● List 1 thing you will take
away from this experience.
Complete on Google Classroom>
Week 10 > Hour of power

Exercise:
Complete a session with Joe on:
PE with Joe.
Also found on Google Classroom >
Week 10 > Friday - Exercise
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We are learning about:
The history and colonisation of
Australia.

We are learning about:
The history and colonisation of
Australia.

We are learning about:
The effects of extreme weather on
our country.

We are learning about:
The effects of extreme weather on
our country.

We are learning this because
history is important, it tells us
how we came to be and answers
some of the burning questions of
today.

We are learning this because
history is important, it tells us how
we came to be and answers some
of the burning questions of today.

We are learning this because:
Australia has a more tropical
influenced climate with a hot and
humid summer and a quite warm
and dry winter. This something we all
experience and need to understand
so we can care for ourselves and for
the environment.

We are learning this because
Australia has a more tropical
influenced climate with a hot and
humid summer and a quite warm
and dry winter. This something we
all experience and need to
understand so we can care for
ourselves and for the
environment.

At the end of this session: You will
have a demonstrated
understanding of this unit by
presenting your knowledge and
selecting your own way to show
your understanding or two tasks
that will continue to develop your
knowledge.

Finally we are working on
presenting what we have learnt
and also researching other areas
to do with Australian
Colonisation.
Look at the task ‘Australia
becomes a nation’ also found on
Google Classroom under Week 10
> Learning Quest Assignment.
Choose 2 tasks to complete from
the grid OR create your own
presentation of your
understanding and what you have
learnt by presenting your
knowledge in a creative way eg.
PowerPoint, poster etc.

At the end of this session: You will
have a demonstrated
understanding of this unit by
presenting your knowledge and
selecting your own way to show
your understanding or two tasks
that will continue to develop your
knowledge.

Finally we are working on
presenting what we have learnt
and also researching other areas to
do with Australian Colonisation.
Look at the task ‘Australia
becomes a nation’ also found on
Google Classroom under Week 10
> Learning Quest Assignment.
Choose 2 tasks to complete from
the grid OR create your own
presentation of your
understanding and what you have
learnt by presenting your
knowledge in a creative way eg.
PowerPoint, poster etc.
Complete and Submit by Tuesday
1pm.

At the end of this session:
You will have research information
about Australian climate and
extreme weather, building your prior
knowledge ready to investigate in
term 4.

In term 4, we will be investigating
‘Extreme Weather’ in Australia.
1.

2.

Watch the BTN on the
recent Australian Bushfires
and on the wildlife impact.
Find and read some articles
from Kids News on the
recent Australian Bushfires
and answer the following
questions.

What impacts has this bushfire had
on the animals?
What impacts do the bushfires have
on the environment and
communities?
What other extreme weather does
Australia Face?

At the end of this session:
You will have research information
about Australian climate and
extreme weather, building your
prior knowledge ready to
investigate in term 4.

Now watch the full episode of
BTN that focuses on the bushfires
and answer the following
questions.
1.

Which states have had
bushfires this season?
2. The 2019 bushfire season
started___________.
3. How did most of the fires
start? 5. How were
people evacuated from
fire zones?
4. How was the air quality
affected in Canberra?
5. How many homes have
been destroyed in the
fires?

Complete and Submit by Tuesday
1pm.

6.
7.

8.

9.

Why has this fire season
been so bad?
Experts agree that
_____________ change is
having an impact on the
bushfire season.
Which state declared a
state of emergency
recently?
What questions do you
have after watching the
BTN story?

